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Itis shown that the measure of average stimulus information (H) is confounded
with the probability of nonrepetition of the stimuli in most of the experimental
conditions whose ·results have been taken as evidence in support of the linear
relationship between choice reaction time (RT) and H. The results of a serial
and a discrete experiment, so designed as to unconfound these two variables,
lead to a rejection of the information hypothesis. The RT for repetitions is
found to be faster than for nonrepetitions, and both are decreasing linear func
tions of their respective conditional probabilities. Some of the discussion focuses
on the manner in which the slope and the intercepts of these linear functions
are affected by changes in the number of alternatives, stimulus-response com
patibility, and response-to-stimulus interval. It is also' shown that the present
approach not only accounts for data which had previously been described by the
information hypothesis, but for results which departed from the hypothesis as
well. Errors are discussed in a manner which supplements the main argument.
Finally, it is shown that the molar results of RT experiments can be systematic
ally accounted for in terms of the characteristics of easily distinguishable dif
ferentially sensitive partitions in these data.

Some of the results of a serial choice re
action time (RT) experiment were recently
summarized in a brief report in which it
was argued that the experiment constituted
a critical test of the Information Hypothesis
(Kornblum, 1968). The present paper has
the following aims: (a) to present the results
of that experiment and the arguments lead
ing up to it in more complete detail, (b) to re
port the results of a discrete choice RT ex
periment whose. findings extend the scope
of the original conclusion, (c) to discuss
some of the problems and implications that
follow from these experiments, and (d) to
provide a bridge between the approach that
these findings suggest and the information

1 Some of the results iii. this paper were presented
at the Donders Centennial Symposium on Reaction
Time held in August 1968 in the Netherlands, under
the auspices of the Institute for Perceptual Research
in Eindhoven. Portions of this paper were also
presented at the APA Symposium on "Inhibition/
Facilitation Aspects of Information Processing"
held in San Francisco in September 1968.

2 The author wishes to thank the University of
Michigan whose sole support has made this research
possible; also Jane Alford Siegel for conducting the
experiments as well as the analyses, and H. Ham
burger and J. E. K. Smith for their most valuable
and stimulating discussions; to J. C. Falmagne a
special debt of gratitude is owed.

theoretic and other molar approaches to
RT problems.

The initial suggestion that choice RT
might be linearly related to stimulus in
formation was made by Miller (1951, pp.
205-206); Hick (1952), Hyman (1953), and
Crossman (1953) verified this conjecture,
as did many other investigators under a
variety of experimental conditions.
Welford's (1960) and Smith's (1968) re
views make it abundantly clear that im
plicit in all these studies is the "information
hypothesis" whose essential elements are
expressed in the following formulation:

All other things being equal, equiinformation
conditions give rise to equal overall mean RTs; that
is, RT is a function of average stimulus infor
mation (H).

The more generally accepted form of the
hypothesis is far more restricted in that the
precise functional relationship is specified
as: RT = a + bH. The latter implies the
minimal statement that all other things
being equal, there is a one-to-one corre
spondence between transmitted informa
tion and the overall mean RT.

The information hypothesis was one of
the most influential propositions in the
area of choice RT. One of its most valu-
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able outco01es was the identification of a
set of variables which subsequently had to
be specified and explicitly included among
"all other things being· equal" (e.g.,
stimulus·response (S-R) compatibility, S-R

. mapping, stimulus discriminability, train
ing, error rate, etc'.)•. These variables all
dealt with different aspects of theexperi
mental conditiQnsa,nd the qualifications
that had to be placed on them. However,
the. probability structure of· the stimulus
sequences has remained unrestricted except

.for the unheeded; caveats and observations
in Hyman's (1953) classic paper, and
Bertelson's. .(1961) more recent study~

Hence, in spite of the relatively large ex
perimental and theoretical effort that the
hypothesisstitnulated, and the precaution
ary statements that are found in Bricker
(1956) and Leohard(1961), the hypothesis
itself has Iiot been subjected to a direct,
critical' examfnation. .

In an investigation, on the effects of
sequential redundancy in a two-choice
task, Bertelson (196i) found that the over
allniean RT in twoequiinfotmation condi
tions differed depending on the manner in
whie;h the redu'ndancy was presented. If
we define the overall probability of nonrepe-
titions' as: , . .

events. His findings also confirmed
Hyman's original observations that "(for
mote than two alternatives) wheneVel" a
stimulus was immediately followed by itself
ilt the series, S [the subjectJ seemed to re
spond unusually fast to' it,Cpp. 194-195J."

Considering theaboV'e findings it would
be tempting to coilJedurc,that the overall
mean RT (lIT) issoleIY' dep~ndent on the
proportion of repetitionsaridtlOnrepetitions
in the data. One possjble s~t of conditions

. under which' this migHt be the case is the
fonowing,: Suppose that the' mean RT for
repetitions (it]'..) and: the mean RT (or
nonrepetitions .eEl'IIr) ~te,' ordered such
that Rfr < ItttI'. Suppo,se,: further, that
the values of JIT" and l'fTtir are constant

. for different values of Pnr. Since

RT == P".:RTII' + p/RT, [2J

it fonows thatRT would bea monotone in
creasing function of Pn,. 'fbi's simple con
-jeCtul'e has to be: firmly rejected on the
basis of experimental e"ider'i<;:e (KornhhliU',
1967) which indicates that while PM may
be an important determinant of RT, the
number of alternatives has an effect which
is over and above 'the effects attributable
to Pnri these same' data also indicate that
RT,. and RTtlrare riot constant. Howevel\"
tije results, do ve'rify the" ordering ](T.
< R't..~withinsetsof conditions having,the
same number of alternatives; . Even though
1IT'. and RT'", ate not cbnstant they may,
nevertheless' behave' lawfully i since theY'
also constitute' a partitiOn of Itt it may
still be instructive toexatninethem in some
detail. Such an· examination may have
additional importance when the extent of
the confounding between Hand P". ~s made
apparent.

THR~E METHOJ)S oF, VARYIN'G H

Three of the m~st Widely used waYs' of
varying H consist of' either varying the
number of alternatives, the' absolute proba~

bilities: of the stimuli, 'or the one~step
sequential depehde'iicies. 'One possible test
of the information hypothesis'might, there
fore, be to compare'the regression of 1IT on
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A CRITICAL EXPERIMENT

Figure 1 illustrates H as a function of P".
for four-choice sequences that are generated
by transition matrices of the type discussed
in Section 3 above. The range within
which the effects of H can, in principle, be

1 - p*

1 - p*

1

p* p*
K K-1 K-1

the following matrix where 0 < p* S 1:

Stimulus on Trial n
2 K

1- p*
1 1- p* --

K-1 K-1

P*
K-l

, p*,
Stimulus 2 K' _ 1
on Trial
n - 1

In the case of sequences that are generated
within the constraints of the matrix above,
H is a monotone increasing function of p*,
or Pn., in the range of 0 < p* ~ (K - 1)/K
(corresponding to 0 < H ~ 10gK); how
ever, for the range of values (K - 1)/K
::; p* ::; 1 [corresponding to logK ~ H
~ 10g(K - 1)J, His a monotone decreas
ing function of Pn.. Hence in the range
log(K - 1) ~ H ::; logK there exist pairs
of high and low values of Pn. which will
generate pairs of sequences with identical
values of H which in principle provides the
necessary conditions to unconfound Hand
Pn.. This is the property that was' ex
ploited in designing the experiment that
is described below.

The cell entries in the matrix represent the
probability p(il j) of presenting Stimulus i
on Trial n, given that Stimulus j has been
presented on Trial n - 1. The equality
among all the diagonal elements (i.e.,
repetitions), and all the off-diagonal ele
ment~ (i.e" nonrepetitions), makes this a
special case of doubly stochastic matrices
in which Pn.=P*.

The value of H for sequences with one
step sequential dependencies is given by:

H = - L pU) L P(ilj) logp(ilj) [3J
I •

H when H is varied in these three different
ways one at a time. (It is important to
note that whereas Hyman did vary H in
these three ways, the data from the three
experiments to which he fitted his regression
lines all include different numbers of alter
natives as a variable.) However, it can be
shown that these three ways of varying H
lead to Hand P". being confounded. Hence,
a test of the information hypothesis would
have to take this confounding into account
as well.

1. Varying the number of alternatives
(K), where the alternatives occur equi
probably and independently.

The value of P". in a sequence with K
independent, equiprobable events is given
by Pn. = (K - 1)/K. The value of H in
such a sequence is given by H = log2K.
Since K = 1/1- pn. it is obvious that as
K increases not only does H increase but
Pn. increases as well. Hence, this method
leads to H, K, and Pn. being necessarily
confounded.

2. Varying the absolute probabilities of
occurrence of the stimuli where K is fixed
and the probabilities of occurrence are
independent.

For independent stimuli p(il j) = p(i)
for all i and j, and the probability of repeti
tions is given byp. = LP2(i). When the

;

K alternatives occur equiprobably, the
quantity P. is a minimum which means that
Pn. is a maximum. Since H is also a
maximum in the equiprobable case it fol
lows that the introduction of nonequi
probable signals will result in a simul
taneous decrease in the values of both H
and P".. Even though this particular
method allows one to find different sets of
p(i) values which will generate equal values
of H, with different values of pn., and vice
versa, Hand Pn. will in general be con
founded with this procedure, particularly
with small values of K.

3. Varying the one-step sequential de
pendencies where K is fixed, and the stimuli
occur equiprobably.

One particular set of transition proba
bilities that will generate stimulus se
quences in this third way is illustrated in
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S..Rcon1patibUitY (BertelsclI1, 1963). in
terms of these two factol's, thetefoi'~, a.
differel1tialeffect may be expected with a.
serial task in which the S-R cOlnpatibility
is. high, or with a discrete. task in which the
S-Rcompatibility is relatively lowel', The
expectation in the latter'case isptedicated
on the following ~ssumpti6n : Given a shott
R..S Interval, the greater 'the difference be
tween R.Tr and RT..~, the longer the R-S
interval for which this difference will be
sustained with the:saitle', sign. This is
essel'ltially the same' ~ssumption that
Bertelsonrecently made ith:tescribing some
of his own data (Bertelson & Renkin, 1966).

While for. the purpose 'of unconfounding
the effects of 11 and fin" either a serial or a
discrete task might be sufficient, results
which are based on serial data alone would
be less than fully convincing, since most of
the evidence' supporting 'the information
hypothesis is based .oli discrete tasks. The
conditions illustrated in Figure. 1 were,
therefore, nm with both a'serial and a dis~
crete t<1sk. III the former/the R-S i,nterval
Was 140 milliseconds (nisec.)'; in the latter
the R-S interval, was apprdximately .3
seconds,

Method
SlimuU-serial txpcri11ltnt. Fonr neon lights (sig

nalite-neptune, . New' Jersey;R't2.32~lA)we'l'e
mbu:nted on a Masonite .board behilwl ~'. inch kmg
lucite rods, t inch, in diailleter, wiiose surfaces had
been uniformly buffed Oil aU sides. . The board
was p:ainted gray all!! placed vei-tically npproxi~
Irtately .1.5 feet inri-ont of it seated S '\'Vith tl/~

lights approximately ltt eye lever find formitlg11.
horizontal array of four Circles. The t\vo middle
lights were slightly lower than the. ~wo outer ones
and were separated by ! inch i the lights of the left
and right pairs were separated oyi inch. A thin
white vert'lc-al litic be'hvecl\' the t,vo 1'iiiddle lights
serv.ed as a fixatiOIi Iille. In addition,' the bOfto'm
edge.of each light wlI;s"undei'scored'by a thin white
line which made the' alternatives· clear at all times.

Stimuli-discrete experillielit. 'the stimtili con
sisted of the digits 1 thr6ugh: 4; dispiayed 'oll'a
standard lEE, CRT read-dut tube, model BA-OOO.
P31 (IndustriqlEilectronic Engineers, Van Nuys,
California). The tube had, a diameter of 1.135
inch and the digits were t inch· 'high. The tube
Was mounted on a Masonite b6al'd which was
placed. vertically npproxirtlately 5.5 feet in front
of a seated Swiththe tilRe at eye level.

Respiinses and trial #mellti'e. The responses were
made by depressing thl::approprinte olle of four keys

II I

-----
Pnr

H(K-4) low hloh
1.59 .39 1.00

I. 73 .47* .97

I. 87 .56*. .92

1.93 .88

2.00 15
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.CI
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r::;; 1.0
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'0
E

of?
c:

H

O.l! 0:11 '0.6 0.8 1.0

Probobillt¥ 'of hOn~repetitlQn (Pl\f) ~

FlG.1. The curve tepresentsthe averagesthnuhls
information [li'" - L:. PI ,z;; P(il j) logp(i I})J as

I ;

a function. of the .probability of nonrepetltions
[P", "" z:. Pi L: .p(i /j)J for tour-choice. equipro\).
. i· ,;>'j '. .

able sequences. (-The table insert represents the
values of Pil. and H .that were used in the serial
experiments. Thedbtted lines connect equiin
formation conditions. In the discrete experirilent
the P... values that were used were slightly different
fl'om those indicated' in .the asteriskedcells (*);
the values were P"• ....45 and .55 with H == 1.71
and 1.84, respectively.)

pitted against the effects of P'rir include the
upper 20% oCR (1.59 ~ Ii ~ 2'.00), and
the upper 60% of Pnr (.39 ~ P"r S 1.00),

Clearly, if the values of RT. and RT,w
were identical. then. the confounding be
tween Rand Pnr would be an 1.I1teresting
formal buservatio!l; at best; However;
this observation cbuld shed some light on
the information hypothesis in view of the'
evidence in.dicating that in general a sys~

te1liatic di1ferel1Ce is fOtind between the RT'
for repetitions ahd. 11onrepetitions (i.e;,
RTr < RTn~). Such a difference is; there
fbre, a necessat.y expe'rimenta-l condition
for unconfounding the effects of Ii and Ptlr.
Bertelson has sho-wn, that this difference' is
affected by at least two factors. First, the
magnitude of this'difference decreases as
the leng,th of the'delay between a: response
and the ne~t signal. increases (Bertelson,
1961.; Bertelson &. Renkin, 1966). Sec
ond, the magnitude of the difference in
creases astheS-Rcompatibility of the task
decreases; the latter seems primarily due to
a much largetitlcrease. hi the RT {or 'non
repetitions associated with a reduction in
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with the middle or index finger of the left or right
hand. Between 5 and 6 ounces of pressure and 1
inch travel were required to depress a key. The
5s were instructed to keep their fingers resting on the
keys during a sequence. The stimuli stayed on until
a response had been made, and then went off
simultaneously with a key press.

In the serial experinlent; the extreme left light
was responded to with the left middle finger, the
next light with the left index fil)ger, and so on.
There was 140 msec. interval between a response and
the presentation of the next stimulus.

In the discrete experiment, the digit 1 was re
sponded to with the left middle finger, the digit 2
with the left index .finger, and so on. A warning
tone of 1000 cycles per second and 150 ni.sec. duration
was presented 750 msec. after the response. Follow
ing the warning tone, the. next stimulus was pre
sented after a randomly chosen interval between 2
and 2.5 seconds.

Procedure and Design
Eight different sets of sequences corresponding to

the eight conditions illustrated in Figure 1 were
used in each experiment. In the serial experiment
a sequence consisted of approximately 300 trials;
in the discrete experiment, this number was approxi
mately 150 trials. Each S received all eight condi
tions on each day of the' experiment in an order
determined by a Latin-square technique as modified
by Bradley (1958). With this modification, which
reqnires an even number of conditions, each condi
tion is preceded by a different condition in every row.

Thc first day in each experiment was used as a
training day on which all 5s received the full eight
seqncnccs in the saIne order (pnr=.75, .39, LOa,
047, .1)7, .56, .92, .88). In the serial experiment, the
next 2 days were considered experimental days and
different Latin squares were used for each day. In
the discrete experiment, training was followed by 4
experimental days with. different Latin squares for
each (Ja \'. The same two Latin squares were used
in the Ia'st 2 days of the discrete experiment as were
u,;ed in the serial experiment.

Throughout both experiments 5s wore earphones
through which they 'heard white noise at 73-75
decibels which maskcd anydistracting noises that may
have occurred. The S5 were instructed to respond
as quickly and as accura.tely as possible. At the end
of each sequence th'cywere told how well they had
done. They were encouraged to ask for a rest any
time they felt the lieed for it. The 5s were told
that the stimuli were always equiprobable, and
before starting the' next seqncnce they were also
told what the probability of repetition and non
repetition for that' sequence would be; hence, 5s
were always completely informed with regard to
the probabilistic properties of the sequence.

Results and D-iscllss£on

Three types of responses may be dis
tinguished in such tasks: (a) "correct re-

sponses"-that is, correct responses pre
ceded by correct responses, (b) "posterror
responscs"-that is, correct responses pre
ceded by errors, and (c) "errors"-incorrect
responses. The major emphasis will be
placed on "correct responses" i results re
garding the other two types of responses
will be brought in as supplementary or
ancillary information.

Figure 2 illustrates the overall mean RT
for correct responses and the overall error
rate for both experiments, as a function of
stimulus information. 3 It can be seen that
the RT for the high Pnr sequences in both
experiments is longer than fot the low P"r
sequences matched for stimulus informa
tion. The error rate in both experiments
is between the 3% and 4% level. Except
for aslightly higher error rate in the high
Pnr sequences of the discrete experiment,
the errors do not display any overall sys
tematic differences between conditions; any
decrement in transmitted information (H,),
or "rate of gain of information" (Hick,
1952), as a result of errors in performance
is, therefore, approximately uniform over
all eight conditions of both experiments.4

The slope of Ri with respect to H for the
low pnr points (which arbitrarily includes
the condition with 2.00 bits) is 107.7 msec./
bit for the serial experiment, and 96.1
msec./bit for the discrete experiment; the
slope of the high pur points is 10.9 msec./bit
for the serial experiment, and 44.5 mset./bit
for the discrete experiment. The difference
between the slopes of the high and low p"r

S All the results are based on data from both ex
perimental days of the serial eXperiment, and
the last 2 experimental days of the discrete
experiment.

• Equal decrements in transmitted information
(H,) for the eight experimental conditions obtain
only if all the errors are weighted equally, as they
would be in the ordinary stimulus-response transi
tion matrix as illustrated in Hick (1952). However,
when the sequential properties of the sequence are
taken into account, sharp distinctions in error
patterns emerge which bring such simple procedures
into serious question (d. later sections of this paper).
It would perhaps have been more accurate to
estimate H, by explicitly treating the stimuli and
responses, and the transitions between them as
Markov sequences; this was.not done. However, it
is doubtful that such an analysis would have altered
our conclusions.
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FlG;Z. OYerall mean Rt of correct respon~s, and overall error level, In
both ex~riment~, pl6tted agl\lnstthe average stimul\.l!3 Information in 'each
condition. .

points within each experiment isstatistic~
ally significant ($erial,: t. = 7.3, df = 165,
P <: ..0(: dis<;tete:' t = 2.2, df = 148,
P < .05), ' The line(\r trend of the low Pllr
points is, statistica,lIysignificant for both
experiments (s~rial: e= 12.3, df "'" 84,
P < .01:; discrete: t = 6~2, df '7" 84,
P < ,01) whereas the linear trend for the
highp~rPbintsissignificantin thediscrete
c~se only (serial:) == 1.09, df = ~4: clis
crete:t :;=. 2.5; df=84,P <.05).

If,by merely yarying the probability of
nonrepetitions,equijnformation con<!itions
have indeed been constructed which retain
the property of Hall other things being
equal," then these data must be interpreted
as being at variance with the information
hypothesis. ,,An alternatiye interpretation
might be entertiOlinedinwhich the principle
of Hall things being equal" is viewed as
havingbeeli violated by the lise of values
of Pllr >(J( - 1)/J(. Such an interpreHl
tion would. rcn,derthe hypothesis immune
to at least one procedure tounconfoundH
and Pllr; .and atthe Same timeredllce to a
questionable leyel the remaining value that
the hypothesis tnay have. .

RT FORREl:'E',l'ITlONSAND NONREPETITJQNS

In the introduction it was argued that
the questions railled by the confounding

'between Hand Ptlr, whiJe possibly en~agitlg
as fornlal curiosities, are sqbstantivdy in
consequential in the absence of a sy~tetUaHc
experlnlental difference in the RTfor repeti
tions and nonrepetitions. As the next step,
therefore, the correct responses fdr repeti
tions and nonrepetitions . were e~a01ined

separately. As had previously been (quod
in the two~choice case (llertelson, 1961;
Kornblum, 1967) theRTAor repetitious
were found to be inversely: related to the
overall probabUity ·ot.repetitiqns and non
repetitions, respectively, with repetitions
being faster than.nonrepetitions.

Figure 3 ilIustratesthe Rt for repetitions
.and nonrepetitions as afupGtiop of 'their
respective conditional probabilities in both
experiments. While the data seem more
variable in the discrete than in the serial
case, a' number of observations do st~nd
OJ.1t quite',c.1early:'(a) the RT (or repetitipns
and nonrepetitions are decreasing linear
function of th~ir respective conditional
probabilities (linear, trend-~erial: repeti
Hcmst = 15.4, dJ'~ 42, P< .Q1, non.
repetitions' t·~ 10.0, df:::':" 49, P < .01 ;
linear trend-discrete: repetitions t ::;;I 8.48,
df =:;: 42,P < .01, nonrepetitions t "'" 3.9,
df =49, P< .01),: (b) t'le deviations from
linearity are not 'sigriificantiil either the
serial or the discr.ete case, however, the F
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Oisoete experiment
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FIG. 3. Mean RT of correct responses for repetitions and nonrepetitions as
a function of the conditional probability of repetitions p(ili, i - j) and non
repetitions pUI j, i ;;-c j), respectively, in both experiments. (The equations
represent the best fitting least-squares lines to the points.)

ratio is highest for the discrete nonrepeti.
tion data (deviations from linear trend·
serial: repetitions F = 1.28, df = 6/42,
P > .25, nonrepetitions F = .63, df
= 7/49; discrete: repetitions F = .3,
df = 6/42; nonrepetitions F = 1.78,
df = 7/49, .20 < p < .10); (c) the dif
ference in the slope· for repetitions and
nonrepetitions is not statistically significant
in either experiment (serial: slope for
repetitions m = - 145.8, slope for non
repetitionsm = -172.8,t = 1.37,df= 76,
.2 < p < .1; discrete: slope for repetitions
m = - 124.9, slope for nonrepetitions
m = - 111.8, t = ,41, df = 74); (d) the
difference in the intercepts for repetitions
and nonrepetitions is statistically significant
in both experiments (serial: intercept for
repetitions br = 354.2, intercept for non
repetitions bnr =412.1, t = 20.6, df = 9,
P < .01; discrete: intercept for repetitions
br = 442.5, intercept for nonrepetitions
bnr = 490.1, t= 4.3, df = 9, P < .01.

On the basis of these data the RT for
repetitions and nonrepetitions may be
expressed as:

RTf' = - mp(il j, i = j) + br [6a]

and

RTnr = - mp(i/j,i ~ j) + bnr ' [6b]

where:

m = the sloP(: of RT for repetitions
and nonrepetitions as a function

of their respective conditional
probabilities.

br,bnr = the intercept of the RT for
repeti tions and nonrepetitions,
respectively.

Substituting Expressions _, 6a, and 6b in
Equation 2 and simplifying the notation by
denoting p(i/j, i ~ j) by P we obtain the
original tautologous expression in the
following form:

RT = (K - l)p(- mp +bnr)
+ [1 - (K - l)p]
X [- m(l - (K - l)p) + br ] [7J

which reduces to:

lIT = p2[ - m(K2 - K)]
+ peCK - l)(b nr - br + 2m)]

- m + br [8J

Equation 8 expresses the overall mean RT
as a parabolic function of p(i/j, i ~ j).
The only assumptions that have been made
are that the ]['[S for repetitions and non
repetitions are linear in p(i /j) I and that
their slopes are equal. The linearity
assumption implies a decision to interpret
the relatively higher F ratio for the non
linear component of the nonrepetitions in
the discrete case as due to random experi
mental variability. The assumption of
equality for the slopes is not necessary but
appears to be justified by the data and
simplifies the expression. Since the slope
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6'rhis conti;!iltion reteivesadditionalsuppott
from the posterror responses whose RT is loilger thU\1
for correct respOl1Sell '='y it l:ollstant 'amount: this
fil\dit1g confil'nis' previous more. generi'll reportS.py
J)lJrns (1965) and :i<libbitf(1966}.· . ,

(m) and the intercepts (br and bllr) of the tion of the variability qf the nonrepetitions
RT for repetitions and nonrepetitjons are themselves, as indicated by their relatively
the parameters in the equation, the effect higher F ratio. There aIle two additional
of K on these parameters would have to be features of interest to these data. First,
clarified before genetalizirtg' the expression the overall mean RT for errorS is faster than
to other values of K. Stl"ictly, therefore, for correct ref3ponses, by ,what appears to be
the parameters in Equation 8 should have a constant amount. in bpth experiments.
a 1( subscript pending sucha clarification. Thts would,indicat~ that'few, if any, errors
A detailed treatment of these questions is occui- at random. That i$', the RT as well
beyond the scope, of the present paper i as the occurrence of errors ,seem to be deter
however, the effect of $. will be discussed mined by the same $equen~e properties and
briefly in a later section. processing microstructures as determine

Figure 4 illustrates the overall mean Rt the correct responses;6 this point will be
for cOrrect anti error responses'in both ex" : discussed: iii: Itiore detai'f, inia later section.
periments asa function of p(il i; i rt:j)., Sec6nd,thecohdItiotdrt wbichp(i! i, i ¢ j)
The parabola wis generated Pysu.bsti~uting' ::;;:'0 reprcscnt$a ~eq~lel)ce fn which the
the appropriate parameter values for each Same stiinultis is repeatedly presented on
experiment ir);Equat~()n 8 and fits the data~v:ery trial ~hicl~, ,ofcoursc, corresponds tv
quite well.....as indeed, it should i for it will .a sii:nple reaction time task; . As can he
be recalled that Equation 8 is simply a seen f.rom Equation 8, the' mean RT in that
computational JOl"rtlu1a derived from Equa- case is completely dcterI11itledJ>y m and br•
tion .2 by substitutions. One could well 1t is encouraging to note .tha t the ~extn\po

ask why the fit is not better than it is, and l~ted RT value ;,for this: condition iil the
a .differe~treasonwol1ldhave to be pi'()~ serial c~p¢riment (195 msce;) correaponds
'Vided in each, e?Cpetifuent, In the serial closely to the valpe of simpJe RT for visual
case it was assumed that the slopes for stimuli Creichner l 1954; ,Woodworth,
repetitions and noIitepetiti6ns were equal, 1~38); it is equally disconcei'ting,hdw·cvet,
and a mcanslopewas used in the coti1puta~ that the mean RT for the, same cOl)dition
tiolljhowever,evel1 though the slopes were iil the discrete task 'is far too high (324
not statisticaUy diffetent, they were never
theless numerically different~hence, the
slight departures. of the data from the
parabola. In thediscrete,experimentthe
variability of the data. is .probably a reflec-
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eX::pcritnents; as a:·ftinc'ti6not pUll, i F- j); , (l'hepatabdlas were genetated
by substituting the appropriate parameter values in EquationS.)
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msec.) to allow for a simple interpretation
of the intercept.

Finally, setting dRT/dp = 0 in Equa
tion 8 yields the following value of p for
the maximum RT:

AREAS OF CONTINUITY BETWEEN THE

SEQUENTIAL AND THE INFORMATION

ApPROACH

If this discussion is to be extended beyond
merely calling attention to the confounding
between II and P(iU, i ~ j), cognizance
should be taken of the remarkable success
that the information-based approach has
had in dealing with choice RT problems.
It would, inaddition, be desirable to explore
the relationships and points of contact be
tween the approach that is being suggested
here and that body of data which owes its

Thus, if the RTs for repetitions and non
repetitions are equal (i.e., if bn, = b,), the
fraction within the brackets vanishes and
the maximum RT will be obtained at
p = 1/K; this, of course, is. i~ precise
accord with the information hypothesis.
However, if bn , ~. b" then the maximum
RTwill be at variance with predictions from
the information hypothesis. At the maxi
mum, therefore, the term within the
parentheses in Equation 9 may be inter
preted as a correction term for the informa
tion-hypotheses formulation of the problem.
The correction term for other values of the
function is more difficult to calculate, even
for values of p < 1/K, since it involves the
comparison of a logarithmic with a second
degree equation. The conclusion regarding
the information hypothesis, however, is
fairly clear cut without these comparisons:
it appears reasonable to affirm that since
transmitted information has been shown to
be neither a necessary nor a sufficient condi
tion for choice RT the information hy
pothesis must be rejected. In the remain
ing sections of this paper further conse-,
quences and conjectures based on these
findings will be examined.

= !..[1 + bn
, '- brJ

p K 2m [9J

discovery to the information-based ap
proach, so as not to lose the wealth of
empirical findings that it represents. An
attempt will now be made toward these
ends by briefly examining three problems:
(a) the effect of increasing the number of
alternatives, (b) Hyman's "nonadditive
combination of components within condi
tions," and (c) the effect of S-R compati
bility.

1. The Effect of Increasing the Number of
Alternatives (K)6

The general question that is being raised
at this point concerns those experiments
where II, K, and p(iU, irS j) were simul
taneously varied, and whose data are fitted
by a linear regression of RT on II. Can
the goodness of those fits now be accounted
for in terms of the characteristics of the RT
for repetitions and nonrepetitions and their
associated probabili ties?

As a first step, it is important to note
that in Hyman's study, which is the most
representative, the average range of un
certainty per number of alternatives was
.75 bits (.53 bits with K = 2 up to 1.19
bits with K = 6). Within such a narrow
range it is most unlikely that an experi
mental distinction could be made between
the linear relationship which the informa
tion hypothesis requires, and the parabolic
relationship described by Equation 8. If,
therefore, it is assumed that RT is linear
over a 1-bit range, then the slope of RT
with respect to II can be calculated from
Equation 8 for the eight-choice and the
four"choice case where p(i /j, i ~ j) < 1/K.
Table 1 lists the different values of P(iU)
that would generate eight- and four-choice
sequences with 2 and 3 bits, and 1 and 2
bits, respectively (d. Equation 3). Sub
stituting these values in Equation 8, the

6 In addition to the confounding between H, P.....
and K which has already been discussed, Brebner
and Gordon (1962) have pointed out that the effects
of increasing the number of alternatives are also
confounded with the effects of decreasing the
probability of occurrence of these alternatives.
This, however, will not be discussed in this paper;
suffice it to say that meticulous care must be ex
ercised to obtain unconfounded results in this area.
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repetitions and tionrep¢Htions. If .'~tny
thing, these slopes appett:r to be EMrly
'Constant over different values bE 1(, On
the other hand, there is ;str6ogly suggesti:v'e
evidence to indicate that Ab does increase
with increasing values 6£1(, First, after
having noted that the Rtror repetitions
was faster than for t'lonrepetitions, Hyman
states that, . .
Ahexam'illat!MQt th~ d~tli$howed that this
phenomenon Was qllltemitfJeed lot' the ~ituaHon
with fout' or mote altlltriativeslindsteadlty 'declined
iuntilitdiSappearlldot' becaiitesl!ghtlynegative for
'theca:~ With Just ·twoaltet'riaJiV~s '[Hyman. 1953,
p~ 195J,

this ,statement is :corrnh'dtated by his OW'll
data (Hyman" 1953,F'ig.2), Second. in
:replottifig's()meiofout :p~vioustepetition
a'ndhonrepetitIon data (Kornblum, 1-967)
So as to display the values ofAb, the
'evidence ,pbintsqtiite dearly to an ifidl'eaSe
iilAlias aftinction ofK (see Fi(tute5).
This increase, .JUrthermore.,.appears to be
primarily attdbutabletoa Jar greater in..
crease in the RT for nontepetitiofis ·than
for repetitions, although h~th increase with
iMreasing :'Values of K • . 'rhus,. vatyin;j;tK

sfo,,;; : >'·,<:}2.cM1c'o~'(IIJ)"
'2~:! .: s, A' .'.' "

. . ~'chotee'h'.)

'O~t'; :.~·5··..t· :1J ::910
CQrnJitionolp}obobiJityp( iIi)

FIG. S. oRr' (orrepetitions;artc:fn:ontet>eti'tiohs'as'
a'fllnotionofp(ilj.) for tWb-,four-, and eight
choice sequence!! with: equiprobll:l>le stim.uli i these
data were preViqusly.repottM' in a dlt'ferent{orI'n
(Kornblum, 1967,Fig. 1).

p(j!i>
k [1'

i';;"J j;il}

1 .80 .0667
4. 2 .25 .25

2 .625 ;0536
8 3 .125 .125

'TABL:E:l
VAL'OES oFP('i,IJ)rORGnNnRATtNtll ANt> :2

Ii1'l'; :AND 2 AND 3 BITSEQuimcEs WItH
FOUR ,AND ,JW,lI'J: ALTnRNATIVnS,

RESPECTIVELY

'wh~re:

6.h=bnrk ..... ibrk (i.e., the diffetencein,
theilTtetcept,~~fweentepetitions.and non"
re~titi()ns'fdr !K.··<f4, and 8). .
,'In=: 'thestQPe6fRT for repetition'sand
il6hre.petitipns '(Of.B:quations6a.and6b).

ts.RT=~fQpeiof<RTwith tespectdfH.

,Equations 'l'fa':artd 1fb. make it qlear
that thesl6pe6f RT:Withrespedt to 1[is
determined :by'thevalues that m artd t:i.b
assume ·with·. 'differertt numbers of .. altet
fiatives~ .'Let us 'first consider m;. There
is no dbvi6US theoretical, or readily avail
ableexpetimental .... evidence that. wbuld
in:diCatethafmerely.changingthe' humber
df alterhatives al'so ,cnan'gesthe slope .of

'f()Udwing values df.1t.t :atebbtained: '

{or (K'=8,11=,3RT) = -.875m
+.81S(Ab.I.+2m) .~ m + brii [lOa]

fot{f( #:'. '8, iI =1.)'Jtt "" .,.:;. .'16Hn+.J75{:1}/{j,,,:t-2m) - 1ft +brk [lOb]

'f "1" .,(.1;>""'"'. ".. S'" ..:... '.2'•..). R·."T' .- .. " ''''5'm',0 '.n. '~'':r;' ~ ... " - -.;1

, +.75(6.b" + :1m) "- m + brli [tOe]

for:{I( =4,11. =1)RT 1"=-.0531#
+.2O'(i\b,,+ .2m) - 1n + b,." [lOd]

Stibtraddilgthelower from the higher RT
VlOtlues within 'ea.chvaluebf J( We .obtain
the fbllowingslbpesof RT with respect
6f1i:

fdtK "ti:;:'8;ARt== .286m+ .SO,M" [Ha]

,for K = 4"ill?;!!'';'' :403m,+ .5Silb" [11b]
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FIG. 6. This is a slightly modified version of a
figure which was originally published by Hyman
(1953, Fig. 1). (The dotted line is Hyman's original
regression line. The solid lines are the best-fitting
straight lines, estimated by eye, for his data with
two, four, and eight alternatives.)

ditions means which were fitted by the
overall regression line include sets of means
for which the numbers of alternatives
differ, and we concluded that the slope of
the regression line for fixed numbers of
alternatives increases with K (the lines
themselves· also being upwardly displaced
by small increases in br), it follows that the
slope of the overall regression line will be
steeper than the slope of some, if not all,
of the regression lines which are separately
fitted to the means of conditions having the
same value of K. This is quite apparent in
Figure 6. Now, as long as the range in H
which is represented by these different
values of K is kept within a sufficiently
narrow band, the discrepancy between the
slopes of the overall and the individual re
gression lines wiII remain hidden. It is
only when components within a condition
are selected, which may be 3 to 4 bits apart,
that this difference is sufficiently amplified
to be noted.

Further corroborating evidence for this
argument can be found in the results re
ported by Fitts, Peterson, and Wolpe
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would appear to have a differential effect
on the RT for repetitions and nonrepeti
tions. In particular, increasing K leads to
a greater increase in bnr than in br , which in
turn leads to I1b being an increasing func
tion of K. From Equation 11, it therefore
follows that as long as the increase in I1b
exceeds a minimal value, the slope of RT
with respect to H will be an increasing
function of K.

When Hyman's original data are recon
sidered in this light; and the overall mean
RT for two, four, and eight alternatives are
examined separately (see Figure 6), it can
be seen that the slope of RT with respect
to H does indeed tend to increase with K
among his four 5s. Similar findings are
also apparent from the results of other
studies (e.g., Kornblum, 1967).

We would, therefore, conclude that the
high correlations that Hyman and others
have reported for RT data that spanned
different values of K is a fortuitous con
sequence of:

(a) I1b being an increasing function of K,
jointly with

(b) the highly restricted range in H
which each value of K represented in those
experiments.

2. Hyman's "Nona(lditive Combination of
Components within Conditions"

A consideration of this second problem
follows quite naturally from the previous
discussion. It will be recalled that Hyman
encountered a dilemma when he attempted
to predict the mean RTs for the components
within a condition (e.g., the RT to the rare
or the frequent stimulus within a condition)
from the regression line which had been
fitted to the overall means of all the condi
tions. When the predicted values were
compared with the actual observations, he
found that the observed mean RTs for the
low information components were slower
than the predicted means, and the RTs for
the high information components were
faster than the predicted means.

If our conclusions in Section 1 above are
at all reasonable, they may well lead to a
resolution of this dilemma. Since the con-



i'IG. 7;, This. is, 'a·slightly· modifi(ld~ version of, a
figUl~~which was; origina!:ly published by Fitts~~lld
posQer 0967, Fig, 3.l) from: data repol:ted by I< ltts,
Peters,on. aIld' WolPe (19.6'3)~, ,(The'overall meallRT
poi~ts,;cr-were added'. for .purpOSe of' the prese1\t
paper~see text forexplanataolli)'

(1963) who, u~ed,·tw~ nine-choice. tasks. to,
study: the effects of r¢c:!undaflcyonRT., In
o,ne tl\sk (Experiment 1) the stimuli c~n
sisted of visuallY presented 1Hullerals wlth
vocal responses being made to them ; in the"
othcr task (Experitrtent III) the stimuli
c,ousisted of semicircularly arranged neon
Hghtswith a touch-sensitive cil'cuit.beneath
each .light. ' Different levels of redundancy
were obtahledin ,each task by having one
of the. stintulLQccurring veryfrcquently,
whil~ the other'S occurred pr<;Jportionately
less,ft~<1uentlyand equiprobably,; ~igure 7
representRthesedata,as.plotted in Fltts and,
P,o.sner (196.7) .inaddition to the, o'llera!l.
means for the four conditions of Expen.
ment I, and fotthethree conditions of
Ex;per1J:rten.t:: Ill... Except for. the two ex"
trerne components of Exper1ment I, the
same regression 'line fits.Qoththe.component'.'
and, theoveraltmeans quite well. This\.of
course" isperfect!y reasonable for, in terms'
of, theargumMt thathas' been presented; as
kmg.,as the nuri1b~rbfalternatives'is kept
constant, theJirte,\yhiCh. isditted to, the: corl~'
ditionslnea,ns,and:,the~ line which is,fitted
to; the. cQmponentmeatts,within conditiol~S

areone alll;Lthe,sa?'Ie.lin~. . ' .. "
The remaining.,puzzlem:thls',dtlemma,ls

thefacf that :Wyolun seems to report that
the direction, of; the ,difference between the

3~, 1'Ji'e:'llJ1~tt:'oj' S:R CowPatibility

Slightly; ditferentc6nsideratiOl'lS ltillst.be
hJ.'oug!tt lib> bear ort this'problel11 depengtrtg
orr whether one is. deMing:, WithconditloM
(Oti; which 1( iSi fixed', or,' .whether· l{ ·is
allowed to· vary;· . , .

V4Yying S-R compatibiUtywitlt cottst(litf,t K.
BClltelson'~3' findings regardhrg the ~tlec~ of
S~Rc()mpatibility 'on theRTJQttepetitiops
and. nonrepetitions have alreadY ,Pee'" ,t'e
ferred to. briefly' in: a previ0us section
(Bertelson, 1963).' In. cbriipadngthe re
suIts of a morecompatlbleandalesscon~

pa:tlble: mapping, {or a tWd;.choice: arid ai
fbur~choice task. with equiprobable flod
independentsthrtuIi t Bertelson repotts'th'at
irt both cases: the'less compatible mapping:
had the effect· of inereasingthe difference.
between the RT' for repetitions ~iIl'd rton;',
repetitions. This' increase; furthermore"
was,primarily attributable toa ntucldatger
rise in the~ R7;' for rton:tepeti'tidns than for
repetitiOrts in bothcase~; In:i terms'o~ the
pxesent.fbtrtlUIMk>p,: thesefi,ndin~s:in?l~~te
that an increasei in. the S~Rl'rtcli>mpattblltty,

o(a, task leads to~ii' increase' in Ab; atlda'
slight rise.inb,. (Wllethef'ornot the slope:
of,~ the'" r.epetition:~' ·and: nlJii'repetitiol1s,' is:
affected by changes.' in'compatibilitYC,llltlot
be ascertained: from thes¢da~;l alot1e'; hoW'"
ever~ this" aspect: of' the' pr6bleitf wilt be
dealt with, below.):' . '",' , ,.'

At' first' gHince-i'" these findings' \libuld
appear. to contradict oUt OWlI' results from

SYLVAN KORNBLU'U

prel1icted t"\nd tl~e' ohs~r~d COl:nPon~l1t
means is "without: exceptll"iI1,11 OHem whIch
the low in{()rma:ttoll cOlnp<jj)'ent Is Uiic!OI"
estimated, and the high infofnHitiol'l' COln
ponont i$,ovelrestbhnted~ytheoVel'aU r~'.

gression line~, This wOll'ldJoHow. as I~ng ~s
the'slope of the overaJt.tegtesslon hne IS
steeper than· the sl9pe.' o(f the individual
regression: lines. H~wev~r" as cnn be seen
{tonl Figure 6·, for thre,e~ oUt of the four
$s the' s}(>pe' {Ii>r the ei'ght;cl\'oice conditions
appears to be' steeper·tha:n;tlte slope .for the
overall regression line; The (act thq.t the
high informatiOn c6mponeo:ts in the eight
choke'conditions are alsd'" .overesth;natetl
reinains' tOr be' explained:,: '
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the serial and discrete experiments in which,
it will be recalled, a more and a less com
patible task were used, respectively. Our
results indicated that /1b was smaller and
the slope shallower for the less compatible
task. However, it must also be recalled
that the less corripatible task was deliber
ately chosen for the discrete experiment in
order to have reasonable assurances that a
difference between the RT for repetitions
and mmrepetitions would be obtained at
an R-S interval which was over 20 times
what was used in the serial experiment.
Had both tasks been run with the same
R-S interval, then according to the assump
tion on which our choice of tasks was
predicated, /1b for the less compatible task
would indeed have been larger than for the
more compatible one. Our results, there
fore, in no way contradict the findings
cited above.

Given that an increase in the S-R com
patibility of a task leads to an increase in
/1b, and a slight rise in br , two straight-.
forward consequences follow:

According to Equation 8 we would expect
the mean overall RT for fixed K to be an
increasing function of the incompatibility
of the task. The clearest evidence in this
regard can be found in a study done by
Peterson (1965) in which 24 different S-R
mappings of four stimuli and four responses
were used as RT tasks. The stimuli were
four neon lights placed at the corners of a
12-inch tilted square; the response was
made by lifting the right index finger from
a horne position at the center of the square,
and touching the appropriate target, which
consisted of a circular area 1/2 inch in
diameter around each light. Peterson re
ports a .905 Spearman rank-order correla
tion between the ranked difficulty of the
mappings, which we take to be an index of
S-R incompatibility, and the overall mean
RT. Additional confirmation is also evi
dent in Figure 7 when the overall mean RT
of the two experiments is compared at 3.17
bits, which represents the condition in
which the stimuli are equiprobable and
independent. The RT in Experiment III is
over 100 msec. faster than in Experiment 1.

Fitts et aI. (1963) note that ". the
spatial ensemble used in Experiment III is
one of the most highly compatible that has
yet been studied... [p.431]."

The second consequence follows from
Equation 11, according to which one would
expect the slope of RT with respect to H
to increase as the incompatibility of the
task, that is, /1b, increased. Here, again,
from Figure 7 it is quite evident that the
slope of the less compatible task (Experi
ment I) is distinctly steeper than the slope
of the more compatible task (Experiment
III). .

Varying both S-R compatibility and K.
The most critical evidence with regard to
this question is Leonard's (1959) finding of
no measurable increase in the overall mean
RT for two-, four-, and eight-choice se
quences in which the stimuli consisted of
tactile vibrations to the finger tips and the
responses consisted' of depressing the key
under the finger that had been so stimu
lated. Since the overall mean RT has been
shown to be a weighted sum of the RT for
repetitions and nonrepetitions (Equations 1
and 8) and, according to Leonard's results,
varying the proportions of these two com
ponents does not bring about any measur
able changes in the overall mean RT, it
must be concluded that for the highly
compatible task that he used the slope of
the 'RT for repetitions and nonrepetitions
is zero, and either (a) /1b decreases with K,
which is most unlikely, or (b) /1b is zero for
the range of K that he used. The studies
in which S-R compatibility was varied over
a range of K were summarized by Fitts and
Posner (1967, Figure 32), who show that
increasing the incompatibility of the task
leads to an increase of the slope of RT with
respect to H. Since this slope in the ex
treme case is zero (Leonard, 1959),it must
be concluded that incompatibility and K
combine multiplicatively so as to bring
about a change in /1b as well as in the slope
of the repetitions and nonrepetitions. 7

7 Our conclusions regardiug the effects of K. and
S-R compatibility are essentially the same as those
reached by Sternberg (1968) via a completely dif
ferent argument.
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1'A~LE ~

rli:~CENTAG~ oJ!' ~~Pli:TI'l,'IO~ AND NONREI'li:TITION
TRIAL!j ,ON W"m:H ERR0I!-S Wli:REMAi)E

.Note.-"Con!lition" Idl!ntit!e~ the particular'.seQuences under
c,pnslderatlQn .an<j ~fers' t(> the conditional' prQbabllity o.f
repetitions and" nonrep.e,tltlbns for those ~Quences. In the
former this correspO!lds lo' 1 -.Po., In the latter It corresponds

te!:ra'p(i Ji) va~uess~Qu'ld be ~o~ified slightly for the d~crete
experiment (cf. caption fiit Figure 1).

ER~O~ RESPPNSES

Tl~e Probdb,il#yoj Errors (Lnd "S!4tes of
Re(Ldiness" " ,

One of th~ ntos~persistent themes in the
RT !it~r~tur~~~mpe fmmd in th~ r~curr~nt

;1ttenwts to. aCC(mnt for the cha!1ge~ (11 RT,
bpth liimpte ar;q choice, in terms pf ~pn
cPIPitant ch~n;ge~ in S'~ "rel;lQiness" ot
"preparedness.'L. ,The§e eifqrts are easily
and variously ident!~f\.ble QY noting, the,
P!yqt5l;~ n:>le of~ll,«;h t~rm~ '\~, '~set," "~o.lh
te~t," IIp(~ns,!' "e~P~~tancy," "anti!;iPa
t(op,," "atten~i~n/'or. "prepare~ness" in
the maill arguIll¢nts, ,Fa,I.m;:tgne's (19,(>5)
m.odel represents. the plost recent as well \is
the most preCise. sta.te~6n.t of this aPproach.
ffowever~' th,e attemPt~ to b,ring coilcept~~l

cf.a.rity and s~cjti~ity t9 thesecqpcepts,
ha,ve" on thewh«;>Je,peen marteeq by the
pemet\JatiOl! ()f the priginal ampiguities and
ob,scl!rities. The. present paper is, of
C0l!r~e, nOt ~h~ a.pp.i9pri~te p!ace to resolve

such a major· ~ssu~! liqw~y,~r, in spite of
th~~ inherent axnbig~ities, concepts ~jk.e
"readiness" or "prepar~~p~ss" ~em su~
ciently u~ful in their.cotn,m~ll-~n~mean.,

ing that one is tem.pted to try to use tneOl
in, re!lching f9r an ul1qer~t{~n~iQgof at lea~~
the mo!araspe~tsof RT(1~t{l.. .'

The common"llCnse m~ar.ing qf "ready"
or '~prepared" would seem to, be preserye!:l
in the notion that whatever events Qne is
more ready or prera:rici '{pr, one's per
forn-tan,ce wi!h res,pec~tp t\:J.9S~ events wp\~lq
be ,faster and more accurate than in the
c~se of eVent~ thUt on~ i~l~$§ pr~pared (pro
F-'~rttlermore; the meanip~of "prepared','
or 'll'eady" would not seem to be violate<J
if it Were supposed that QlW'S "prepared
ness" is great~r for more probable events
than it is for less probable events.

.If the dat~ fo~ c~rr~ctresponses are
examined in this light, the de~rease in the
R,'J' for repetitions ,and OQnrepetitions as II
function of' th~ 'apprpptiat~ Valtiel,'l' of
P(iU) provides illitlalsupp~rt for all
interpretation <;>f the· data: 'il1 term~ of
readiness where th~ ~v!:mt~ a.re simply
repetitions qrnqntepetitiop§. How~v~r..
the error respon~s provide, a' far. r.i~h,e.t,:
!>ource of informationOiIl this ~gard. '

The overaU errqr, fat~ ~ll ~oth ~:x:p.erj.,
ments is approxim,ately c()l1stapt betw~n
the 3% and 4% level acr()ss ~Il the' c()~~i
ti()ns that were useq. This gros§ Wi;lY of
looldng at errors is, tllere.f()re .. rather ~.!~
interesting. Tab(e ~ .,' pr.es,el1ts the ~r"

centageof ~petition ~ anq 'nonre~titioll

trials on which errors ,occurred for both
experiments. '. T~o aspec~s' qf 'thelle ~ata
ar~ worth noting :,(a)m:)fitepetition trials
le~q to a proporti.opat¢~Yl1ighererr9.r r~t~

than repetitjoll trHl.ls, a,nq '(q) the high~r

the condit~ona~ propability [p(il jn (Qr
repetiti.()~s or no~r~~titiorisfthe lower !he.
probablltty of an ertor on tha~ type of tn~l .
This last effect is much mot~ marked and
systematic jn the se.fialth~n 'i" thediscre.te,
case. '

Sipce the meaning of IIre.adiness," 9;S
pres,entIy u~d, includes the concept of in
creased ,readiness for more probable events,
this last e.ffect cottldbeinterpreted as a
decrease in the probability of an error with

M
6.5
4.2
4.2
4.3
4.2
4.4
4.0

.4.0
2.1
2.8
2.8
1.8
1.3
.6

Discrete'

Discret,e

'% ~rron~ous repetitlol\ trials

~,~rrone,?,4s nbnrepetltion trl.a1s
. .. : ...

.03

.0&

.12

.25

.44

.53
,Ci~

.13

.16"

.19"
•25
.29
.ai
.~2
.33

Condition: '
P,(ffi;lJl1fj> .

, .conditloJl:
p(;I'!,/-1)
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TABLE 3

PERCENTAGE OF ERRORS IN A PARTICULAR
SEQUENCE THAT WERE INCORRECT

NONREPETITION RESPONSES

Condition: Serial Discretep(;I;,;",)

.13 25.6 54.1

.16 38.8 59.1

.19 44.1 72.7

.25 61.5 79.8

.29 71.4 72.6

.31 77.3 66.0

.32 81.0 71.0

.33 84.2 80.8

Note.-Based on ail errors. The percentage of incorrect
repetitions is given by the complement of the values shown.

an increase in one's readiness for events of
the type on which the errors occur. If this
is the case, then this increased state of
readiness should not only be reflected in
the level of errors for different types of
trials but an indication should also be found
in the very type of response that is made
when an error occurs. That is, whatever
the type of event for which one is the most
prepared, be it repetitions or nonrepetitions,
the error response itself should reflect that
differential state of readiness. Table 3
shows the percentage of erroneous non
repetitions based on all the errors that were
made in particular sequences with different
values of conditional probability for non
repetitions. Since very few errors occurred
on repetition trials, and when they did
occur they were necessarily nonrepetition
types of responses, Table 4 is presented in
which only the errors that occurred on non
repetition trials' are considered. It is
evident from both tables that as the condi
tional probability of nonrepetition increases
So does the proportion of erroneous non
repetition responses. As was true in
Table 2, this effect is more systematic in
the serial than in the discrete case.

The data in Tables 2, 3, and 4 indicate
that as readiness for the more probable
event increases, be it a repetition or a non
repetition, not only does the likelihood of
an error on that type of trial decrease, but
when an error does occur, then the error
response itself is of the type for which
readiness is greatest.. Similar findings have

been reported previously for an eight- and
a four-choice task (Kornblum, 1967).
When error responses are examined in terms
of RT, it has already been noted in Figure 4
that the pattern of RT for errors is similar
to that for correct responses. This obser
vation receives further support from a
breakdown of the RT for errors into repeti
tions and nonrepetitions; as was the case
for the correct responses, the RT for repeti
tions and nonrepetitions error responses
appears to be a decreasing linear function
of p (i Ii) with a: steeper slope and a lower
intercept than was found for correct re
sponses; the scant and variable nature of
the data do not warrant a' more accurate
quantitative assessment at this time.
However, it seems evident that a process
such as readiness or preparedness does play
a central role in determining performance
in such tasks.

Errors as Confusions

In the previous section stimuli and error
responses were both treated as belonging
to the class of repetitions or nonrepetitions.
These two classes were treated as if they
were homogeneous sets, and no attempt was
made to find any further distinguishing
features within those sets. However, it
will be recalled that the keyboard task in
the serial and the discrete experiments used
the middle and index fingers of the left and
the right hand for the execution of the re
sponses. If the two index fingers are con-

TABLE 4

THE PERCENTAGE OF THOSE ERRORS MADE ON
NONREPETJTION TRIALS WHICH CONSISTED

OF ERRONEOUS N ONREPETITJON

RESPONSES

Condition: Serial DiscreteP(ifj,i",)

.13 22.8 47.6

.16 37.9 493

.19 42.7 62.5

.25 58.1 75.3

.29 69.3 67.8

.31 75.7 64.6

.32 79.9 70.0

.33 84.2 80.8

Note.-The percentage of Incorrect repetitions Is Iliven by the
complement of the values shown.
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TABLES
Cr,AssUtrcA'rrON OF STIMULr AND ERROR RESl'ONlms'

Serla\' experiment

Sthnulu~ classification

Ht
FrJ1
111"

Totals

~rF

3.8
.6
.1

4.5

•. 24:6,'
.509' ,

.03
30.5

RF,

~O.6
lQ.4· .
'.7
31.7

Stlniulns cll\l!S.lficl!-t1on

aeii~t1· NQnNpetltlonll:·tldris.
totals Totals

ijF: 'HF HII' lIF HIl'
~.' .~ ,,) ..

23.4i. 73.0 6;4 p.4" ;lq 15.4 4:8.4
4.4 21.3 4.5, l2.9. 13.9~ 14.5 45.8
5.d~' 5.8 .1 1.0 .8 3.9" 5.8

3:2.8 100:0 11.0 26..3 ~8.9 .. 33,$ tOM

. Notc,-The stinillUon the' trials on which en'ors occ!\rrcd arll clas.sified In tepns of Rcomllar\son b!ltweeu 111e Nsponse a..h!nm~lIt
of the stimnlus on that t.rial witli the response assignment of thl' sthmilus on ·the i>.recedlllg trial. The ettoi l'1'S·p'(l.llsea nl'll cl!\sslfte.<l
in terllls ?f-a cbl'!parlsoii between the response th<1t was execllted ~I\d tile Tl'sp?nsc that W\\s In fact: S!lll~<\ror b~ ti'e sth'llUlus 0,1\
thl\t.partlcular tnal. An 1Il,I row doeS not .appear. In this Table bccah.·sc these lire. by definltiQll, corl'<!ct rys\l9I1seS; T 18 cell el\lrles
represent the proportion of 'all the errors that falllt\ these cr989·clll~lficlltlol\8. (see text>.. .
. " ~~epetltlolls tYPe ':.trot ~esponse~. " . . ' .. . .'. .' .

sidered as equivalent, and the two middle
fingers are cOQsidered as equivalent, then
the sequential l;l~pects of a stimulus on any
one trial may be. specified by noting
exactly how the :'response assignment for
the stimulus on anyone trial 'changes, if at
~ll .. from the response assignment' for the
stimulus on the preceding trial. . Similarly,
an error response may be specified by noting
'the e'xaet discrepancy between the response
assignment of a stimulus on ,ap.y one trial
and the response that was executed on that
veri san~e trial. , An 'example Qf the wiiy
in which stimuli .and.error responses would
be Classified will Clarify the method. If
the response assignment for the stimulus
on Trial n is the left index finger, and the
ass)gnrn€ntfor"the stirnul(i(oQ Tria) 11.+ 1
is the' l~ft inde~fitiget again, then dearly
the stimulus on Ttial-n+ 1 is a repetition
and would be characterized as HF, indi
cating that neither ,the hand nor the finger
assignments had be~n changed between
trials; consider the s~me response"~ssign
mentbn Tried 11., if now the stimulus on
Trial'n + 1 <taIls for'a response with the
left middle finger, then this ,trial would be
characterized as HF (where the bads used
to indicate change, or negation), indicating
that on Trial 11. + 1 the hand assignment
had' .rem~iilied tli:~'s~me, bJ1,t the, ~,l},ger
assignment had been changed to a non-

equivalent firiger~ The other ~wo types of
nonrepetitions' WO\lld be characterized as
Hii' ~nd :ifF. Whereas stimUli 'on anyone
tdcil are classified, in termS of tile stimt\llls
on the 'pniceding,trial,'the en'or' respo~ses
a.re classified with reference to eventawith.in
the same trial. 'Thus, given th#a r~sPQQse
was made with the left iridexfinger :hqd
that the stimulus on that' trial' called' '(or
the right index finger,' the errpr' wo~l1d ~~
cbiwacterized as HF,' indicating that tlie
response had qeenexecuted, with :a~~ger
equivalent to the one that had peen q~ned
for, bu't with the other hand. Th'cothel'
two types of error responses' wpukl,: p~. . -., ._......... -. ): ../

characterized as HF and HI' ;.l'IF r~1>P9n,~~.§,
of course, are cOl'tect. ,.,. ,. .

;This, method of .ch~ra(;t~rl'zin'g stimJli
aJ;ld respopses Jea,qE! to thecrosJ'l-cl,assiti.ca~

tiqn, th,at is ilhi,strated; in .' Tabl~ 5.. J'1~e
dSltaJn th~ ~able5represelit tl~e percentage
qf ,~H,. th~·,:error~,.tp.,at f~.r! :wjthip >th~¥l
particular ,crpss-,c;fassifica,tipqs.. ' S.inSe, tJWY
are based on all the err.ors< th{l.t we~ inade
iA'each expedme~, th,eyan~crude,&i'~~~t,
~<;l., ovetloo~ some, import,ant ~iffeJ"(m¢~~
tQat have already be~n nqte~, betwe~n Y(W~

ditiC!ns. :rh~' re~\llts are, peyertbe)eSs ir:
$,t.ru~ti.ye eYeU ,~hQl,lgh . .' sowe, QI tlm~~
recapitulate earlier fiO,oings,; for e~ample,

inpp,~h .expedirJ~pts' rep'e~itio!l'~r~a}l? (HF)
lead to considerably fewer errors tban nOIl-
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repetition trials. It can also be seen that
the three types of nonrepetition trials all
lead to approximately the same error level
within each experiment. One of the most
striking features of these data, however, is
the relatively rare occurrence of an error
response in which both the finger and the
hand are wrong. Even though such double
confusions are rare they occur most fre
quently on those trials in which the stimulus
itself calls for a change in both finger and
hand; that is, these errors are erroneous
repetitions of the previous response. The
other two types of error responses display
a different pattern in each experiment. In
the serial experiment, the majority of the
errors (73%) cbnsistof finger confusions
(HF); hand confu~ions (HF) accounting
for only 21 % of ali the errors. However,
here as before, hand confusions occur most
frequently on those trials where the stimu
lus itself calls for a change of hands; these
errors are again erroneous repetitions of the
previolls response. The data of the disc
crete experiment stand in sharp contrast to
the serial data; in the discrete experiment,
hand and finger confusions occur with equal
likelihood and appear not to be related to
the classification of the stimulus, except
in the FIT case.

The nature of these confusions and their
disproportionalities within and between the
t\vo experiments ate indicative of the
stimulus having been processed prior to the
execution of an error response. Had the
responses been made without reference to
the stimulus, the proportion of errors in
each row of Table 4 would have been one
third of the total-this is clearly not the
case. If hands and fingers are considered
as attributes of the stimulus and/or re
sponse space, then these data also indicate
that errors are the result of a failure to
distinguish the separate points on either
one or on the other attribute (but rarely
both). These data unfortunately do not
allow any hard conclusions to be drawn
regarding the relative magnitude of "stimu
lus" or "response" effects. Even though
it is doubtful that either could be charac
ter~zed independently of the other, the
most fertile Source of clues to this problem

may well be found in a further analysis of
the posterror responses, classified according
to the method which has been described in
this section. The richness of the posterror
responses lies in the fact that they are cor
rect responses preceded by a trial on which
the stimulus and the response differ from
each other. The sequential aspects of the
postertor trial may, therefore, be charac
terized either in terms of the preceding
stimulus or in terms of the preceding re
sponse; in this way the two effects may be
unconfounded. A further disappointment
in these data is that they do not allow any
hard conclusions to be drawn regarding the
manner in which errors are attributable to
properties of the stimulus space, the re
sponse space, or the correspondence and
mapping between them; this is unfortunate,
because this question is probably at the
heart of the S-R compatibility problem.

THE HETEROGENEITY AND PARTITIONING

OF REPETITIONS AND NONREPETITIONS

An attempt has been made in this paper
to identify some of the variables of choice
RT tasks in terms of which performance
could be described with some degree of
precision and parsimony. The dichoto
mous classification of repetitions and non
repetitions seems to be promising in this
regard and also sets the stage for the next
effort in which the question must be posed :
What models, mechanisms, or processes
could generate the orderliness that has been
found? The success of this later effort will
be partially determined by the success with
which the essential properties of the data
have been identified in this initial effort.
If the effects which we have described are
themselves the consequence of further dis
tinctions and regularities within the class
of repetitions and nonrepetitions then the
models or mechanisms would probably gain
in scope and generality by addressing them
selves to these more fundamental structures.

In the preceding section on "errors as
confusions" it has been shown that orderly
distinctions can be drawn between different
types of error responses. Systematic dif
ferences in the RT for correct responses
have also been reported within repetitions
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